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The Expanded Field of
L:A:N:G=U:A=G:E

L=A-N=G=L|-A=G=E magazine, which I edited with Bruce Andrews, pub-

Iished its first issue in t97B and its last in r98z. In our preface to The

L=A-N=G=Lj-A=G=E Book (rgB+), we provided a summary of our editorial

proj ect:

Throughout, we have emphasized a spectrum of writing that places its at-

tention primarily on language and ways of making meaning, that takes

for granted neither vocabular¡ grammar, process, shape, syntax, program.

or subject matter. All of these remain at issue. Focussing on this range

of poetic exploration, and on related aesthetic and political concerns, we

have tried to open things up beyond correspondence and conversation: to

break down some unnecessary self-encapsulation of writers (person fron.r

person, & scene from scene), and to develop more fully the latticework of

those involved in aesthetically related activity.l

At its most fundamental level, I=4-N-G=U=A=G=E was an editorial

action: a frame for selecting and combining a range of disparate poetic

practices and critical thinking. We didn't capture an already-existing, fullv

formed aesthetic as much as participate in its creation. The approaches

to poetry explored in t=.4= N=G=U=A=G=E were emerging in the mid-r97os

in several small magazines and presses and in a number of local read-

ing series. L=A=N=G=U=A-G=E poetry and its many different names-
Language Poetry, Language Poetries, Language writing, Language-

Centered Writing-mark different frames of a field of poetic activity that

has no unified stylistic consistency. Bruce Andrews's epithet "so-called."

and more precisely, "so-called so-called language writing," suggests an on-

going ambivalence about labeling, for one of the obsessions of (one frac-

Routledge Companion to Experímental Líterature, ed. Joe Bra¡ Alison Gibbons, anc

Brian \{cHale (NewYork: Routledge, zorz). Includes bibliography.

r. Bruce Andrews and Charles Bernstein, eds., The L-A:N=G=U=A=Q=[ Sss:;

r Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press. t984), ix. Facsimiles of the entir¿

run of the magazine are available at Eclipse, eclipsearchive.org.
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- .:. of this poetic constellation was a resistance to (or phobia of) nam-
-:. characterization, and standardized modes of representation. So the
::.,iiption is part of the "problematic," and it remains an open question

-::her this constellation of activitywas a movement or school, aesthetic
- , - :ency, or convenient label, and whether the names for tl-re phenomena
, ::: insulting labels or a standard for group solidarity.

i r some practitioners and advocates the local scene played a funda-
'-:..ial role, for others it was a set of defining aesthetic principles, while
' - :hers still the most important thing was the exchange across geo-

--.:ric borders. All three aspects are vital parts of the story. Overall, there

' . i r úornmitment to poetry as a social activity: an equal commitment to
: - . .rnge value as to the value of individual works.

, =.i--Y=G=U=,4=G=_E was a site of conversation about a set of marked
-- -:S. á place to air differences but not necessarily to settle them. That
. - . :rsation was radically distinct from the values of the official verse cul-

- -. t the time, not only in terms of what poetry is, what it does, and how
:ks, but also in terms of the commitment to group and community

--''.:rion through conversation. L=A-N=G=U=A=G=E and the poetry and
: .::.:s surrounding it was formed in controversy and remained contro-

: '. .:. because its unity was not a set of agreed-upon aesthetic principles
: -: ::ther an aversion to the conservative dogmas of much of the domi-
' : - : :oetrv of the time. Yet despite its unruliness, the ensemble of activi-
,- :,:¡t falls under this rubric does share a family resemblance-to use
:::;nstein's term. Both the poetry and poetics posed a stark alternative
' - : :rized poetry of the era.

=:.-\'=Q=U=1=G=E'made a turn from some aspects of modernist avant-

- . 
- :: :orrrations, staying clear of univocal manifestos, though not from

: ::::c intervention. This is not to say that social or aesthetic insularit.l',
- -.: promotion of particular styles, was not present, but that it was

' : : -..: governing nor defining. Indeed, a pervasive wariness about, com-
:: ,\'ith a peculiar devotion to, some of the more doctrinaire aspects of

dernist avant-garde formations was one of the constituent interests
- 

= :ortrration of the work in and aroun d L-A=N-G-U=A=G=E .

- -:-\'=G=U=A=G=E primarily focused on poets from the US and Canada
- .....- i-,,,-- +L^ .^^:J !L^ -^^:l ^ ^c -1^- -- --^-!^ l--lom the mid-r93os to the mid-r95os. Some of these poets had a

: affiliation with the project while others (call ther¡ fellow travelers)
:'.ore aversive to affiliation; both pulls, one to the idiosyncratic and
:er toward group solidarity, are constituent of the field. It is my in-
: to note the contributions across this spectrum. Many of the key
.', e re born during the Second World War, and much of their work was
::\ e to the development of the expanded field of L=A=N=G=CI=A=G=8,

:::ne and after, even if as individuals some were skeptical of some
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of the theoretical articulations or group framing. In hindsight, among

the signature poets ofthis older half-generation are Clark Coolidge, Lyn

Hejinian, Robert Grenier, Ted Greenwald, Susan Howe, Rosmarie Wal-

drop, Leslie Scalapino, and Michael Palmer. The poets born in 1945 and

after had a sometimes different generational consciousness that affected

our poetics; in hindsight, among the signature poets of this younger half-

generation are Ron Sillirnan, Steve McCaffer¡ Bruce Andrews, Johanna
Drucker, Rae Armantrout, Harryette Mullen, Bob Perelman, Bernadette

Mayer, Barrett Watten, and Mei-mei Berssenbrugge. Jackson Mac Low,

Hannah Weiner, and David Bromige, though of the New American Poetrv

generation, became part and parcel of our work. Dozens of other poets

made crucial contributions to the field, so such a list necessarily leaves

out many of the most significant contributions, a few of which are detailed

in what follows; indeed, as a call for poems for a new, highly ephemeral,

magazine rightly insisted in the early r99os: you may be a language poet

and not know ít.

Key geographic centers for this work were New York, the San Francisco

Bay Area, Washington, DC, and Toronto, with perhaps the most intense

reformulation and extension of the work occurring in the late r98os and

199os in Vancouver, with the I(ootenay School of Writing.
Linguistically innovative British poetry has had a close connection to

its American cousin, while remaining distinctive and self-generating. Bob

Cobbing's Writer's Workshop spawned a generation of mostly London-

based \n/V poets (Joyce's verbal-vocal-visual), whose "messy" mimeo

productions combined word and image. In contrast, Cambridge has

been the site of intensely compacted ¡¡sprung" lyric production. If Tom

Raworth's open, speedy, socially charged poems are one pole, then J. H.

Prynne's tightly wired renunciations are the other. In between there are

Allen Fisher's process-oriented explorations of discrete forms and vo-

cábularies, Maggie O'Sullivan's exuberant re-creation of a virtually magi-

cal charm-melos, Denise Riley's stunning engendering of the lyric, cris

cheek's conceptual performances, Bill Griffith's syntactic invention and

accentual insistences. The fine poet Ken Edwards published in the UK

some of the earliest L-A--N=G=U=A=G=E-related works in the 197os and

8os. But perhaps the most striking parallel to many of the ideas explored

in L=A:N=G=U=A-G-E is to be found in Veronica Forrest-Thomson's criti-
cal work Poetic Artffice (tSZB).

A few of the .vounger British and Irish poets continuing in these direc-

tions include Caroline Bergvall, Drew Milne, Catherine Walsh, Peter Man-

son, Tir.r-r Atkins, Miles Champion, and Redell Olsen, who, aiong with
Robert Sheppard, John Wilkinson, D. S. Marriott, Peter Middleton, and
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Fisher, have made a significant commitment to poetics as well as poetry.
-:r )'lew Zealand, there has been a strong connection with Wystan Curnow,
\1an Lone¡ Michelle Leggott, and the late Leigh Davis. In Australia, John
-:anter'sJacket Magazine, probably the best web literary magazine of the
: lst decade, did a remarkable job of covering the broader field of English-
r:rguage innovative poetries.

There are many international associations with the expanded field of
- -.1=-V=G=U=1=G=8, which has in the twenty-first century moved toward
. ::ansnational use of English as a medium for radical poetic practice by
- :rnative speakers, as advocated by Finnish poet Leevi Lehto. Strong
,:,llations have been established between the US and Canadian poets
. .: those in other parts of the Americas (Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Cuba,
'.1:rrco), Europe (including Russia and Scandinavia), and China. But the

- i ri'ith French poetry stands out for its historical continuity and den-
- :.. ri'ith a number of active poet/translators, including Rosmarie and
. . :n \\'aldrop, Ron Padgett, Cole Swenson, Norma Cole, Michael Palmer,
. - : Stac-y Doris, who have translated Emmanuel Hocquard, Claude Royet-

-::oud, Anne-Marie Albiach, Dominique Fourcade, Danielle Collobert,
--.stopher Tarkos, and Olivier Cadiot. Many of the American poets dis-

, -..:d here have been translated into French, through such groups as Bu-
-:: - sur lAtlantique, the Royaumont literary center, and Double Change,
.- '.:.1 as a pair of anthologies edited by Royet-Journoud and Hocquard.

:" .:::¡s and Literary History

=;;=G=U=A=G=E published not poetry b_!lt poetics: the importance of

::ed field of activity around t\é magazine. foetics is different from. ..t i'. ¡riticism or journaliism in ité priltq pnmary e ent withpoesls and
-.:. rlre art of rnaking. In ¿=1=,\G=U=A=EAE, poetics was conceived

;Iions, investigations, and spec-u-ffins by and for poets. In par-
-i-=='#'"."-

:,;.IlOnS,
:: '.\ e emphasized nonexpository appr<iáóh6Sto critical thinking, dis-

n'riting where the compositional imperatives of poem making
r : -: '-.::ifeSt. In the BayArea in the r97os, Perelman started a series of

'.i hich encouraged informal thinking out loud; this forrnat was
jp bv San Francisco's Bo Langton Street and proliferated from
:.\tnerican poetry, one of the unique contributions of this empha-
cncs has been an unprecedented nurnber of bool<s of critical writ-
,.hed by poets in the largerZ=1=N=G=U=A=G=E context, including

:. Hejinian, Scalapino, McCaffery, Susan Howe, Palmer, Watten,
::bino, Fanny Howe, Rosmarie Waldrop, Mullen, Andrews, Ann
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Lauterbach, Douglas Messerli, Madeline Gins, Hank Lazer, Eileen Myles.
Abigail Child, Susan Stewart, Loss pequeño Glazier, perelman, Lorenzo
Thomas, Rachel Blau Duplessis, pierre Joris, I(athleen Fraser, Grenier (in
ms), Stephen Ratcliffe, Anne Waldman, Armantrout, Nathaniel Macker,.
Ron Padgett, Dick Higgins, Erin Moure, Adeena I(arasick, Norma Cole.
George Quasha, Marlene Nourbese philip, and Joan Retallack. The work of
literary critics provided an increasingly significant dialogue with the poets.
Marjorie Perloff's "The word as such: Language poetries in the Eighties"
(American Poetry Review, 1984) was instrumental to bringing this work to a
wider audience; Perioff's subsequent essays, along with books and essavs
byJerome McGann, Jed Rasula, Michael Davidson, Alan Golding, and A. L.
Nielsen, extended and deepened the poetics of L=A=N=G=U=A=G=8.

while few of the z=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poets were connected to universi-
ties in the t97os, by the 199os several ofthe poets had taken teachingjobs
(some after completing graduate studies and some not). In r99r, Robert
Creeley, Susan Howe, Raymond Federman, Dennis Tedlock, and I founded
the Poetics Program at suNy-Buffalo. Following on such nontraditional
arts programs as Black Mountain College, this was a phD program in
which innovative poets taught literature rather than creative writing and
graduate students combined work as active poets, editors, and scholars.

L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E is associated not only with poetic practice but also
with an active effort to reclaim the legacy of radical modernist poetry from
revisionist antimodernist accounts, strenuous efforts to place Gertrude
stein's work at the center of first-wave modernism have largely succeeded:
equally important has been the greater attention to the second-wave mod-
ernists such as Louis Zukofsky, George oppen, Lorine Neidecl<er-the ob-
jectivists-as well as Laura Riding and Mina Loy. There was also a clear,
and much acknowledged, connection to Russian futurism and formalism.

unlike some modernist avant-garde movements, the poets in the ex-
panded field of r=,4=N=G=U=A=G=E were as much involved with an exten-
sion of the aesthetic and political radicalism of their poetic predecessors
as with breaking with them to create new works. For a few, Blake, in his
"Mental Fight," remained a preceding poetic angel, as did Mallarmé and
Baudelaire, Poe and Dickinson.

still, the greatest literary debt for most of these poets was probably the
immediateiy prior generation of Ner.u Amerícan poetr), to use the title of
Don Allen's 196o anthology as a convenient label for the poetry and poetics
of the NervYork school (Barbara Guest, John Ashbery, Frank o'Hara, James
Schuvler), the Beats (william Burroughs, Allen Ginsberg, Jack I(erouac,
Bob Kaufman), the San Francisco Renaissance (Jack spicer, Robin Blaser,
Robert Duncan, Philip whalen), the Black Arts Movement (Amiri Baraka,
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. Clifton, Etheridge Knight),2 Projectivism / Black Mountain (Larry
: --::. Charles Olson, Robert Creele¡ John Wieners), Ethnopoetics and

,*res (Rothenberg), and Talk/Performance poetry (David Antin).

: -. *-.:s and Contexts

SOPHY AND LINGUISTICS

. ": .._a \\'ittgenstein is a foundational thinker for the turn to langu.age,

., ' : rp. some might say with a vengeance, in L=A=N=G:U=A=G=E.Witt-
; : - ::.in's work cannot directly be translated into a poetic practice, and
" ' ::r-.rhasis on ordinary language puts him at some distance from poetry
' : : :::r phasizes invented and queer language. And yet Wittgenstein's rec-
:- :. ,,n of how the language we use shapes howwe perceive the things of
' : .i rld is fundamental to the work in and around L=A=N=G=U=A=G=8.
. -- :,rf the poets specifically cite Wittgenstein -his propositional style is
, - :::1r' ghost in the poetry of Pahner, while the fuliest poetic account of
- - .,, cr¡k comes in Rosmarie Waldrop's The Reproduction o.f pro.files (r987),

' -:.; she turns his philosophical dialogues into gendered conversation.
- -- :g linguists, Roman Jakobson-who was closely associated with the
:,::i.rfr futurists-provides the most influential account of the poetic
'- - -:ron: verbal language that foregrounds its material (acoustic and syn-

--:.. features, providing an understanding ofpoetry as less about com-
* - .:úating a message than an engagement with the medium of verbal
:- ..rage itself. Another crucial philosophic source is the work of Walter
:.: :.- rnrin, both his interest in "language as such" in the context of media
--: :\'áDd his engagement with found or citational language.

I iarger context for these philosophical dispositions might be found
- lnrerson's essays, where process is valued over predetermined or fixed
: :.s and where mood and inconsistency is found to be a stronger af-
':-:rVe ground than stylistic uniformity and continuity. Emerson's em-
: -.:sis on "aversion of conformity," stressed by contemporary American

- -..-osopher Stanley Cavell, resonates with some of the poetics in and
.: und L=A=N=G=U=A-G=.E, despite Emerson's attraction to reconcilia-

:. n'hich is at odds with the more polernical agonism and ideological
- rtlict of the later poets. ¿=,4-N=G=U=A=G-E was contemporarywith the

: 3rt also the expanded field chartered b¡, A. L. Nielsen and Lauri Ramey in Z'uery

. -lbye Aín't Gone: An Anthology of Innouatfue Poetry by Afrícan Americans and
' ;'tt I Say (Tuscaloosa: University ofAlabama Press, 2006 and zor5).



rise of poststructuralism in the U.S., and while poststructuralist thinking

and that of \'=A=N=G=U=A=G=E overlap, the latter's project was to relate

such approaches to a radical poetry of invention. In this context, there is

surely a symbiotic relation to the work of Jacques Derrida, Michel Fou-

cault, Emmanuel Levinas, Gilles Deleuze, and Felix Guattari, and, more

specifically, Roland Barthes's writing about writing, as in Wríting Degree

Zero (t93). More recentl¡ the work of linguist George Lakoff on the im-

portance of metaphors in framing meaning directiy connects with the

approaches to breaking frames and to reframing that are ubiquitous in

much of the poetry under consideration here.

IDEOLOGY

The poets associated with I=,4=N=G=U=A=G--E came of age during the

protests against the vietnam war, with the shadow of the second world

War still hanging over us. Several of the participants were active in the

antiwar movement of the r96os, and all were deepl¡z affected by the civil

rights movement of the t95os and t96os. The midcentury catastrophe of

the Holocaust and the atomic bombing of Japan created, for this genera-

tion of poets, a skepticism toward received ideas of technological, eco-

nomic, and cultural progress-well known from accounts of the 6os and

its countercultures, from psychedelic counterrealities to sexual counter-

genders.

There was a strong desire to connect oppositional political and cultural

views with linguistically inventive writing, breaking sharply from leftist

art that was representational and conventionally populist. At the most

basic level, there was a Sense that words do not always mean what thel

sav, that language is never neutral but rather always betrays an ideological

interest and unstated messages. This was the focus of the r99o anthologv

that I edited, The Politics of Poetic Form: Poetry and Public Polícy."the idea

was not that poetrv can be "pure" and beyond such interests-the sort of

romantic ideologv (in McGann's phrase) that was rejected by the poets*
but that poetrv can "lay bare the device" by "making strange" or "defamil-

iarizing" (ostraníei the terms are from the Russian futurist Viktor Shl<lov-

sk¡'); that is, poems can make the metaphoricity of our perception in and

through language rnore palpable. This approach also related to Bertolt

Brecl-rt's "alienation" or "distancing" effect (Verfremdungsffikt): the idea

that one can look aslant at what one is experiencing, to get glimmers of

its means of production. Surel¡ the influence of Marx hovers over all this,

and especiallv his latter-day interpreter Louis Althusser in "Ideology and

Ideological state Apparatuses" (tg7o). The Frankfurt school's ideological

critique, especially the work ofTheodor Adorno, provides another useful
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'-::r. for understandingthese issues. But it should be noted that many
' ::.: most brilliant poets of this field did not read, and were not directly
-: -:nced b¡ the political, philosophical, and linguistic thinkers detailed
' .::. Still, the ideas were in the air for all to breathe, as was the desire

: :r.nulate an "oppositional poetics," to quote the title of an influential
: : : :', bv Erica Hunt in The Politics of Poetic Form.

r:',1 :\lSM

. -. ien-rinism of the r97os had a powerful effect on both poetic practice

" 
- _ 'ocial formation, which is not to say that the poets involved were free
- ::e effects of misogyny among ourselves and in our culture. (David-

- -. ras written about compulsory homosociality in the New American
: .,:iiv cornrÍlunities.) Formally, feminism offered a tangible and tanta-
:.:-¡ diacritical perspective on the gender narratives of both grammar

.- : :he lyric, as exemplified by the work of Quebec poet Nicole Brossard.

-,:-.:rian's signal essay "The Rejection of Closure," in her zooo The Lan-

--^-:e of Inquiry, is closely related to a critique of the Faustian desire to
r :!€ss knowledge, which Hejinian contrasts with an epistemology fig-

-:: j in terms of Scheherazade's refusal of closure. Hejinian's critique, in-
' :::red by feminism, provides a grounding for an alternative, exploratory,
-: .:erch-oriented poetics.

.-.v(ever), edited by Kathleen Fraser starting in 1983, provided a cru-

- :. 5pace for the exploration ofthese issues, which have been specificallr'
.::ressed in critical writing and poems by Howe, Drucker, DuPlessis,

:'-..apino, Carla Harryman, Armantrout, Mullen, Hunt, Waldrop, Lauter-
:',h. O'Sullivan, Moure, Myles, Joan Retallack, and Chris Tvsh, among
:.:ers, and pursued-in very different, often unexpected wa.r's-bv such

inger writers as Juliana Spahr, Bergvall, Lisa Robertson, Nada Gordon,

.:.i Tracie Morris.

:].,\\SPARENCY, REFERENCE, MEANING, AND THE READER

. ..inran's rg77 essay "Disappearance of the Word, Appearance of the
.\':,rld" focused on the transparency effect of much conventional writ-
:.1. rvhere language is used instrumentally, like a window, to reveal only

'i :at is on the other side of the pane. To Silliman, the erasure of the traces

.: Elass-the social materiality of the linguistic-r-nakes language into a
- nrmodity, valued for what it produces while its process of production is
:: PreSSed,

Silliman advocated a poetry that rnakes the social rnateriality of lan-

Jjage more apparent (or opaque). Around the same time, McCaffery and



Andrews were exploring the "politics of the *j..",,, and advocating a
poetry that foregrounded sound and syntax. Meaning and reference do
not disappear from this new poetry, but other ways of making meaning,
and a greater range of possibilities for linguistic reference, are activated.
Such "language-centered" writing was not intended to replace all other
forms of writing but rather to open up new spaces for poetry and to com-
bat the dogma that the only goal of writing is to produce transparent, con-
ventionally representational works or I-centered lyric utterances-direct
expressions of an author's feelings (as if unmediated by ianguage).

In this sense, Silliman, McCaffery, and Andrews were arguing for a

poetry that did not use words instrumentally but rather created a non-
purpose-driven aesthetic space that allowed for pleasure in reflection,
projection, and sensory engagement with verbal materials. This writing
would create a very different role for the reader, as Mac Low argued: the
work was not language centered but perceiver (or reader) centered. The
imagination of readers was activated: they were not told what to think
or feel or see but encouraged to make intuitive leaps: to ínterenact-asr
like to say it-rather than passively consume. certainl¡ many of the poets
created a "small (or large) machine made of words" (in william carlos
williams's phrase), semiautonomous objects or contraptions that don't so
mtch tell as do.ln this way, poetry becomes an act of construction rather
than a transfer of preexisting information.

EXPRESSION, SELF, VOICE, RHETORIC, AFFECT

The move toward opacity and away from transparency reflected a vieu.
that poetry is a mode of rhetoric, not an expression of unmediated truth.
However, the typically pragmatist poetics of L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E re jected
a hermeneutics of suspicion-the idea that truth and meaning are funda-
mentally unknowable - often associated with poststructuralism in theorr
and postmodernism in the arts. L=A=N=G=U=A=G=.8 was not about decon-
struction as an end in itself but about reconstruction, emplacement, and
enactment: it was constructivist. In the poetry, syllogistic logic and natu-
ralistic plot gave way to intuitively felt, aesthetically designed, or program-
matically arranged connections among elements of a work. The poem was
imagined not as the fixed voice of a self-contained ego conveying a pre-
determined, or paraphrasable, message but as a collage or constellation
of textual elements: not voice, but voicings. The expression in the poem is
not in the message of the poet's autonomous lyric voice but in the process
of an affective and dynarnic compositional field. while the conventional
lyric of the time stated or named its emotional content, this new poetr'
enacted its affective state. The move was from emptied-out emotional be-
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: io a new linguistic sentience. The self was not something assumed
- . - - a poems but found in the act of collaboration with the language of
' : - :r-n and the reader's response.

::: ,ll

-: :r s "I HATE sPEECH" from the first issue of Thís magazine (1971)

. ':.: rnistakenly taken as a manifesto against speech; it should not be

- --:r rhatthe relnarkis itself a speech act. Grenier's call is againstthe
! r -::úrance is tarned and indeed reified in much conventional voice-

r -::r:d poetry. Indeed the vernacular, dialect, slang, and speech acts-
. . -,as more than "voice"-pervade the poetry under discussion here.
-::r.:itrld'S work, with its down-to-earth vocabulary, is rooted in the

,r. " :r. even if it spins the spoken into artifice or variation and recombi-
".r -. \farked local accent also plays an important part in the work of
i- ::h. Lorenzo Thomas, and Michael Gizzi, and Claudia Rankine's un-

. - - . ', oicings. Mullen's Muse & Drudge (tggS) is a masterpiece of the ver-
'-: - -.:r. raking demotic (everyday) "folk" material such as nursery rhymes

*:- : :-::ican American songs, calls, and speech to quilt a wild lyric ballad,
- -:: :n its embodied rhvthms.

" ).1 .{LISM

:- *. :he late r96os to the mid-r97os, Clark Coolidge and Aram Saroyan
-:.::: poems with very basic linguistic units, from a single word on a

r , -: i - juxtapositions of twowords, from awork made up of onlypreposi-
-: i,-) *'orks with permutations of a restricted vocabulary. Greenwald's

.-: -¡.1i¿kes,sense and Raworth's t974Ace poems with single-word lines

- . -: be considered in this context, as well as Kit Robinson's l.976 Dolch

" ---.: ,. l¡ade up of a smail set of the most frequently used words in En-

:" -- aarl Andre's r97os grid poems are also related. Such minirnalisrn

, --: j attention on small units of language, which were rh.ythrnically
'"-.:j bv the repetition and displacement inherent in their serial or

:r -' -:f,tional forms. Grenier's 7978 Sentences consisted of five hundred

,.--.-: :mat index cards, each with a short poem or utterance; fieed from

:' : :.,itraint of a bound book, the work could be read in any order; this
r ,- - i a collection of tiny poems but a long poem with shifting relations

--- -. :he parts.
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havior to a new linguistic sentience. The self was not something assumed
in such poems but found in the act of coraboration with the language of
the poem and the reader's response.

SPEECH

G¡enier's "r Harn spn¡cu" from the first issue of This magazine (t97t)
is often mistakenly taken as a manifesto against speech; it should not be
Inissed that the remark is itself a speech act. Grenier's call is against the
\\'ay utterance is tamed and indeed reified in much conventional voice-
centered poetry. Indeed the vernacular, dialect, slang, and speech acts_
voicings more than "voice"-pervade the poetry under discussion here.
G¡eenwald's work, with its down-to-earth vocabulary, is rooted in the
spoken, even if it spins the spoken into artifice orvariation and recombi-
nation. Marked local accent also plays an i.rportant part in the work of
Raworth, Lorenzo Thomas, and Michael Gizzi, and, claudia Rankine's un-
canny voicings. Mullen's Muse & Drudge (1995) is a masterpiece of the ver_
nacular, taking demotic (everyday) "folk" material such as nursery rhymes
and African American songs, calls, and speech to quilt a wild lyric ballad,
rooted in its embodied rhvthms.

\1I NIMALI S M

From the late r96os to the mid-r97os, clark coolidge and Aram saroyan
created poems with very basic linguistic units, from a single word on a
page to juxtapositions of twowords, from a work made up of only preposi-
tions to works with permutations of a restricted vocabulary. Greenwald's
t975 Makes sense and Raworth's t974 Ace poems with single-word lines
might be considered in this context, as well as Kit Robins on,s t976 Dolch
stanzas, made up of a small set of the most frequently used words in En-
glish. carl Andre's r97os grid poems are also related. such minimalism
focused attention on small units of language, which were rhrthmically
charged by the repetition and displaceme.t inherent in their serial or
permutational forms. Grenier's rgTB sentences consisted of five hundred
large-format index cards, each with a short poem or utterance; freed from
the constraint of a bound book, the work could be read in any order; this
was not a collection of tiny poems but a long poem with shifting relations
among the parts.
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DISJUNCTION, FRAGMENT, RECOMBINATION, COLLAGE,
OVERLAY, AND CONSTELLATION

one of the most typical stylistic features associated with the L=A--N=
G=U=A=G=E poetries of the r97os and rggos is disjunction or parataxis.
Logicai connectors between eiements have been elided to create a poetic
force field that relies on sound, rhythm, motif, intuitively felt connec-
tions, or structural programs/constraints. on one end of the spectrum,
there is silliman's Tjantíng (r978), which uses the Fibonacci series to de-
termine the number of sentences in each paragraph. At the other end is
susan Howe's rhetoricallythrillingjuxtapositions of historical material as
a way to giving voice to the silenced. scaiapino has worked with linguistic
displacement/replacement to create four-dimensional sonic holograms
with deep affective resonance. These approaches - and they are just a few
of very many-work not toward fragmentation but from fragmentation
(often considered the social given). The works use disjunction and overlay
to create constellation (to use Benjamin's term) and rhythmic oscillation,
making manifest new textual pleasure at each turn.

PROCEDURE, PROGRAM, CONSTRAINT

Averting apparently "natural" writing styles as well as traditional forms
also gave rise to the extensive use of constraints, procedures, programs,
invented structures, and syncretic forms. Though influenced by Mac
Low's use of "chance" operations (text-selection procedures) on found
language (what he called "diastic," for readin g through these given texts),
and also the use of constraints by the French oulipo group, much of the
L=A=N=G=U=A=G=.8 work used such programs either to generate material
that was incorporated into a poem or to determine the external form of
the poem while freely composing its text within the invented form or con-
straint. And often constraints were mixed or violated. Retallack, who often
works with procedural form, considers the importance of John cage in
The Poethical wager (zoo3). since 1990, the use of constraints and algo-
rithms has increased, with the emergence of digital poetics and poetry in
programmable media. G lazier, c hris Funkhouser, Matthew I(irchenbaum,
John Cayley, Jim Rosenberg, and Brian I(im Stefans are pushing the work
discussed here into new frontiers.

Craig Dworkin, in his poetry and essays, has expanded the possibilities
of the conceptual poetics of procedure, exploring extreme constraints that
approach the unreadable and the unconscious. The most renowned recent
work of constraint-based poetry is christian Bók's Eunoía (zoor), a work
in prose format in which every chapter uses just one vower. Bók is now
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:_l constraints to beyond the human horizon, working on a biopoem
:-:ied via DNA sequencing; irony is useful in considering his projects.

,".-. ¡f theworks of poetryin and aroundZ=á=N=G-U=A=G=E use prose,
". -:: lhan verse, format. This use of prose is distinct from the genre of
: - ': poem" that has developed in the wake of Baudelaire's prose poems.-' : :oets have developed two distinct modalities: imploded syntax and

.:-=.ized sentences.

- =A=N=G=U=A=G=E also called for a new approach to the essa¡ averting
: . sirion in favor of wild combinations, shifts of mood and tone, hyper-
:. :. enigma, lyric exuberance, rhythmic propulsion, telegraphic imme_
: .-',. digression, aphorism, contradiction, investigation, and dialogue.
' : :ee this in such works as Nathaniel Mackey's ongoing epistolary novel/

:::1\ From a Broken Bottle Trqces of pefume Still Emanate (19g6, 1993,
: i. z, oo8), Susan Howe's My Emily Díckinson (1985) and later essay col-
: -::ons, Scalapino's IJow phenomena Appear to Unfold (t994) and later col_
:-:ions, Ben Friedlander's Simulcqsr (zoo4) (rewriting poe's essays with

- -::ent content), Theresa Hak Cha,s Di ctee (t979), Bruce Boone's My Walk

" .:;i Bob (tgl8), and ¡oe Brainard's I Remember (ry7o),Alan Davies's ,Szgn_

;_:: ir9B7), as well as in the dialogic (multivoiced) criticism of McGann.
', ik Piombino's Boundary of atur (1993) and Theoretical Objects (rggg)
-:'' e most fully explored the relation of self-disciosure, free association,
=:C psychoanalysis (in both the form and content of these works).

:REE WRITING

-:rploded syntax prose is sometimes thought of as "free writing" or impro-
,:sed prose, even "automatic" or unconscious writing (putting on paper
.,.hatever comes into your head, without analytic planning): phrases
:rrnble on phrases, words bouncing off one another in extended sen_
:-nces' if there are sentences at all. In fact, there is a great deal of arti-
:lce in this approach, and a variety of concepts determine the form and
srvle. Bernadette Mayer's Me mory and Studying Hunger (both t976) are ex_

emplary, while Coolidge's "prosoid" works from the r97os and Bos sug_
qest jazz-inflected improvisation. At around the same time, peter seaton
iorged perhaps the densest, most magisterial, and awesomely refrac-
tory work of this kind (sometimes mixing verse and prose), while Lynne
Dreyer created prose works which she likened to the experience of swim-
r.ning. In contrast, James sherry engaged and poetically exploded discur-
sive aspects of genre prose. A diaristic/journal feel often pervades some
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of these works, most explicitly in Hannah win..t Clairvoyant Journal
(t97il, composed of three conflicting "voices": one clairvoyantly seen (in
CAPS), one commen trng (ín ít ali c s), one narrating. For Weiner, visually ar-

ranged prose (with juxtaposed typographic fonts) was an ideal medium to
map consciousness, understood not through a single or unified voice but
through a melded clashing of voices.

TH E NEW SLNTENCE

Silliman introduced the term "new sentence" to denote the serial or dis-
junctive ordering of grammatical sentences, such as one finds inTjantíng.
There are many works of this type, but the best known is Hejinian's My
tífe (tg9o), an autobiography, written when she was thirty-seven, compris-
ing thirty-seven prose sections of thirty-seven sentences each; key sen-

tences recur in different orders throughout the work (she revised the work
to forty-fives when she turned forty-five). Another remarkable work in this
mode is Perelman's A.KA. (rg79), where paradigmatic sentences move
from statement to aphorism to philosophical reflection to autobiography
to lament. David Bromige's acutely funny "My poetry" (r9Bo) paratacti-
cally wove together reviews of his worl<. Such approaches to prose poetry
have been extended more recently by Spahr in the riveting, woven prose
of rhe rransformcúíon(zoo7), as well as in the pervasively citational, politi-
cally acute work of Canadians JeffDerksen and I(evin Davies.

SPRUNG LYRIC

The lyric is a vexed term for the post-1975 poetics of invention; such lyric
resistance has paradoxically led to a resurgence of new lyric intensities in
startlingly varied forms. Sprung lyric stands between the sentence-driven
and discursive drives of the new prose-format poems and the traditional
I-centered free verse lyric of personal sincerity or epiphany. In the r97os,
DianeWard published a series of books that seemed to actualize the space
of interpersonal relationship, from attachment to distancing. Lauterbach
has developed an open field of crystallized, sometimes elegiac, proces-
sual lyrics, using fragments in the service of sonic excess: torn moments
oflanguage are left "as is" so as readers we can piece them together as we
grapple toward a shared articulation. Palmer has deveioped a related form
of analytic (non-I-centered) lyric, often more propositional in texture.

Armantrout has created a unique form of new-sentence lyric, where
each sentencelike unit is broken into phrasal elements, each part cracked
open to show its dark matter. The parts come together into a whole the
way a puzzie with missing pieces comes together in a dream. Armantrout's
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:ten dark poems hover between irony, whimsy, and astringent social cri-
:':ue. As in the worl< of Elaine Equi, bemused popular cultural references
.-: rvith sardonic commentary on everyday life in America. Messerli's
-:rung lyrics ofthe 7os and Bos often used riddles and puns to created a
:.guistic pop and pull in the poems. John yau has pioneered a surrealist-
,:lected social lyric, exploring cultural identity and interpersonal rela-

:. , nships. Fred Wah's social lyrics have moved toward improvisation.
\orman Fischer, a Zen priest, has used lyric and an open-ended form

' : reflection and meditation. Hank Lazer has written eloquently on his
.-l Fischer's fusion of Zen, jazz, and open-ended reflection in the new
- :r-l-centered lyrics. Alan Davies's preternaturally precise, uncanny,
: .-ínratic, poignantly beautiful poems are also influenced by Zen.

Slrung lyrics party with wild forms-what I've called "Nude Formal-
-:--:" - from Ted Berrigan's r964 serial love poems, The Sonnets, peppered
.:r unattributed literary "steals," to Joseph Ceravolo's r965 syntactically

: -::atic Fíts of Dawn, and Tom Weatherly's aesthetically radical echoes of
: =:¡ka in Maumau American Cantos (r97o), to, in subsequent decades, Will
. :\ander's rhapsodic "exobiotic" excursions into the hyperreality of the
- :r'i1os, to Maggie O'Sullivan's "colliderings"-her trembling, warbling,
. -::ering charm-poems. The work of slightly younger poets inhabiting
'- : ráDge of poetic possibilities includes peter Gizzi's "threshold songs,"

:: rheir abstraction and attenuated rhythms; Nada Gordon's zany "high"
- -.:ax and lyric exuberance (in her zooT Fol$);Lee Ann Brown's often
: . ¡dic polyversity; Elizabeth Willis's synthesis of the pre-Raphaelites,

: - ::emology, and historical counternarratives; Stacy Doris's conceptual
-::rs: Myung Ir.ti fim's tense negotiations between l(orean and English;

=r Kim Stefan's ventriloquist acrobatics; Rod Smith's laconic wit; and
, a Foster's flickering sonograms of spaces, people, and times.

¡.oPRIATION, C ITATION, QUOTATION, ORIGINALITy,
'- \f ENTARY, AND THE FOUND

:.irove away from directly self-expressive lyric poetry went with a ques-
ng of originality: the self was seen as quintessentialh' social rather

-:: autonomously individual; verbal language was viewed as a vast col-
, e record to be mined for poetic use, whether in a documentary mode
a collage or palimpsest, or through the pervasive use of "sampling"

- . '.'.ork. Such repurposing of found language was partly fueled by an
r,: :,..útic interest in the sensation of the citational, the palpable sense of
- ^ ::hing being quoted or put on display: nontransparent "language to

,: ked at" (to use a phrase of Robert Smithson's).
:.ie the r99os, both "Flarf" and "Conceptual" poetry have further



explored this line of inquiry. I(. Silem t"n"--.d's Flarf in Deer Head.
Natíon (zoo3) is one of a number of works using digital ,'data mining,, as
a poetic tool; in this case, the book title was a Google search tenn, pro-
ducing poems-often with grotesque Americana motifs-from the result-
ing search pages. Jena Osman has pursued a new documentary poetics.
I(enneth Goldsmith has created (or assembled, since "uncreative writ-
ing" is his cailing card) a series of epic works in which the found material
(transcribed weather or traffic reports, for example) creates the illusion of
being presented uncut and unedited. Goldsmith is something of an alche-
mist or trickster figure, conjuring up loads of creative thought and solid-
gold frames of invention from the base materials of found language.

C O LLAB O RATIO N

As an extension ofthe exchange thatwas at the heart of L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E,
collaboration among the poets was frequent and became a stylistic foundr'
for some of the most inventive works of the milieu. L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E
published the supersized Legend by Andrews, McCaffery, Silliman, Rar.
DiPalma, and me (r9Bo); Mayer collaborated with Coolidge, Hejinian with
Harryman and Scalapino, McCaffery with bpNichol. Collaborations be-
tween the poets and artists in other mediums was even more common.
with Steve Clay's Granary Books emerging in the r99os as a key publisher
of poet-artist collaborations.

POETRY PLASTIQUE

In 2oo1, Jav Sanders and I cocurated the poetry plastique show in Neu.
York, focusing on poetrv that moved off the page, from visual and con-
crete poetry to poetrv sculpture, painting, and installation. Drucker, in
her book art and several of her critical studies, has most fully explored the
visual materiality of poetry. From 1986 to 1996, Susan Bee and Mira Schor
edited MIE/A/N/IlNlG, focusing on artists'writing and partly extending the
work of ¿=1=N=G=U=A=G-E Vito Acconci and Bernadette Mayer's maga-
zine o-g (1967-6$ is a rich source for the intersection of poetry and con-
ce¡itual art. Arakawa and Madeiine Gins's r97r The Mechanísm of Meaníng
set a crucial precedent for L=A=N-G=u=A=G=E.It is illuminating to con-
sider the work of language and book artists such as Robert smithson, La*'-
rence Weiner, Tom Phillips, Richard Tuttle, Xu Bing, Alison Knowles, Dick
Higgins, and Ligorano/Reese in this context, which would also include
Grenier's hand-drawn poems, DiPalma's rubber stamp books, McCafferl.'s
typewriter works, Tan Lin's ambient installations, and Ronald Johnson.s
Ark. site specificity, beyond the book, is another dimension of poetry plas-
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: - -: The acute relevance for poetry of Smithson's engagelnent with site
;;tr - :.itv has been taken up recently by Lytle Shaw in Fieldworks.

" ] .\SLATION, TRANCREATION, IDIOLECT, NOMADICS

,, *:.:g poems in a made-up language is a legacy of Russian futurism,
,.*-:. Jovce, and also Lewis Carroll, with strong connections to both

" - .: and visual poetry. Frank I(uenstler's Lens (t964), N. H. Pritchard's
-' , .\.!:.tríx: Poems (t97o) and Eecchhooeess (t97t), and David Melnick's
: .: r975), as well as much of P. Inman's work of the 7os and 8os, fore-

:* --ded the possibilities for ideolect, taking nonstandardization down
-: level of the word. In 1983 Melnick followed up Pcoet with Men ín

" . -. l queerly homophonic Homer, translating the sound of the Greek

: : - . : {rf the expanded field of ¿=A-N-G-U-A-G=8, and there is a kinship
tr : - ::le critical explorations on this topic of scholar/translator Lawrence

: - -:l and Joris, as well as the 7os speculations on translation by McCaf-
:- ::ld nichol (writing at the Toronto Research Group): Translation as

- :.::hor, or better to say metaphor as translation-from English to En-

;' . .. dialect to ideolect, thought to text, visuai to verbal, and so on. Joris
*..':; the case fora "nomadic poetics" in the space between languages:

: : -. :or poetry as an othering of language and for poetry as a second lan-

:--..:. \{. Nourbese-Philip's poetry focuses on the anguish of writing in
' . :her's language. A new horizon may be multilectical poetry, as for ex-

,.--:.s Theresa Hak l(1'ung Cha's r98z Dictee and Anne Tardos's zoo3 The

, .-- :i-'s Solitude.

i:::ORMANCE

' ---A=N=G=U=A=G--E, all poetry is a performance rather than a state-
*: .: of disembodied content. At the most fundamental level, the poetry
-::rn9 provides a site for the work to come into a new life in sound. It's
' : nlv to read but also to hear the poets being discussed, and many of
-:::r have developed quite distinct perforrrance modes, from the very

, -:=:stated to the extravagant. Close Listeníng: Poetry and the Performed
--. r99B), a collection ofessays that I edited, explores this topic. In their

- '- anthology The Kenníng Anthology of Poets Theater: t945-t985,lkvin
. ..:n and David Brazil include plays by Harryman, Perelman, Waldman,
; ::nson, Greenr,vald, Andrews, Gordon, Scalapino, the Waldrops, Steve

::r.SOD, Thomas, Alan Bernheimer, and Fiona Ternpleton. Charles Bork-
- - . should also be mentioned in this context. Idllian is a central force in
.-: Bal Area poet's theater, infusing it with something of the queer ener-



gies of charles Ludlam's Ridiculous Theater company. Messerli, in : -_-

his publishing and his own work, has also been a strong force for pc:: .
theater. Templeton and Mac Wellman are poet_playrvrights whose ri._:,
like that of Richard Foreman, has become a key force for poet,s theare:
NewYork. Sound poetryand its conceptual extensions is anotheraspe;:
performance, pursued in and aroun d, L=A=N=G=U=A=G=8. In the 7os :_:
Bos, McCaffery's and Benson's workwas deeply tied to performance. \\,:.
in rg8z Andrews began his iong-time sound performances accompa:.
ing dancer Sally silvers. A key contemporary, whose work is too rareir 

= -l<nowledged in accounts rir<e this, is the "spoken word" pioneerGir su -
Heron. New modes of what Bergvall calls,,performance writing,,h:,:
been taken up bv Bergvail, Bók, Julie patton, Rodrigo Toscano, the ni¿,,
Took collective (Dawn Lundy Martin, Ronaldo v. wilson, Duriel E. Harr:¡
and Morris. Morris combines aspects of performance poetry and sou:.
poetry to create electrifying pieces that verge on song; her work is ot::
inflected by African American sounds and themes.

Manyof these poets have collaboratedwith musicians, fiimmakers, a:
dancers. Henry Hills's t9B5 firm MoneT documents the New york scene .
the time. Like Hills, filmmaker-poet Abigail Child was a central figure :

that New York scene, just as filmmaker warren sonbert was vital to ri
Bay Area scene.

ECOPOETICS

In the 7os and Bos, christopher Dewdneywrote a set of geologicalry strar..
fied poems in a pulsing, imploded-syn,"* pror., both visionary and dr,.
topian. The collage lyric of Johnson explores heart, hearth, and eanh
Ecopoetícs, as framed by Jonathan skinner in his magazine of that titre.
brings together radicar formal forays into writing as ecosystems and en-
vironment of/as/against language. Berssenbrugge, in her long lines of at-
tenuated iyrics, uses language as a medium for hyperper..piion and er-
panded, non-ego-centered consciousness.

Onward: Dissonance, Ambience, and the pataquerical

The more open the \egacy of L=A=N=G=u=A=G=8, the more successful our
approach. Botl-r a historical moment in North American poetry and poetics
and a philosophical and political orientation toward poetry and the lan_
guage arts' the expanded field, both afterand,next to L=A=N=G=U=A=G=L.
has been characterized by the ingeniousness ofits appropriations, defor-
mations, and reorientations.

L=A=N=G=U=A=G=/ pursued a poetry aversive to convention, standard-
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ization, and received forms, often prizing eccentricity, oddness, abrupt
shifts of tone, peculiarit¡ error, and the abnormal-poetry that begins in
disability (see Davidson's zoo8 Concerto for Left Hand: Disabilíty and the

Defamíliar Body).This is what I call the pataquerical imperative (a syn-

cretic term suggesting weirdness, wildness, and precarious querulousness

by combining inquiry with 'pataphysics, French protomodernist Alfred

Jarry's "science" of exceptions, imaginary solutions, and swerves). Disso-

nance is certainly a signal manifestation of what might also be called the

pataqueasical, and it marks perhaps the starkest break from the harmo-
nious or melodic or tonal lyricism of much free verse poetry. In the 19Bos,

-\ndrews perfected a dissonant, unsettling, often angry poetry, breaking
down cultural detritus at the microlevel and remixing it into sornething
strangely exquisite in its consciousness of itself. In contrast, starting in
the new millennia, Lin has created an "ambient" poetics: easy listening,
low ke¡ sampled at a macrolevel from readily identifiable materials.

The future horizon for L-A=N=G=U=A-G--E lies between irnaginary
poles: dissonance and ambience, opacity and radical legibility, concept
and aesthesis, with the full force of the irony of these artifices and the arti-
frce ofthese ironies.

Beyond the expanded field, it is the taskofthis poetics to acknowledge

errancy, malformation, system failure.
we are all pataqueroid now.


